
 U3A Reading for Pleasure. WOLFE ISLAND  by Lucy Treloar 18 Oct 2021. 

1.What does WOLFE ISLAND tell us about the climate emergency and refugees? Is it a bleak 
OR hopeful picture? or of non -binary impact? Is the Kindness of strangers offset by 
examples of Evil in the novel? Is the disintegraPon of our world balanced by the almost 
mythical framework of events? Is one well- respected reviewer going too far by saying the 
book is “transformaPve”?  

2. Consider the family relaPonships in WI. Are people’s stories of more compelling interest 
to you than the dystopian themes?  Think about father – son ( Josh in parPcular ) ;  
generaPons of mother - daughter ;  mother – son ( Doree-Wilt; Luis ) ; siblings;  husband-
wife; animal- human; guardian-child. Also prisoner-visitor; law enforcement - runners ; 
Freedom  staff- runners .    

3. What poliPcal and social parallels (not metaphors ) can you see between  characters and 
dogs in the novel and in  real life  2021?  The author says Girl is emblemaPc of Ki\y, both 
sharing  a determinaPon to be themselves.  What of Hurtle and Nina?   

4. Discuss the writer’s ability to place ART as important to survival – Ki\y ( p 349 ) ,Eddie ,  
Alejandra and Tobe. Do Ki\y’s  lists and the Endnote (p 385 ) explain her  use of found 
objects as inspiraPon.  
  
**** 5.Share two short readings  from WI to demonstrate  extremes of ugliness and beauty. 

 6.Do you feel a sense of surveillance , secrets and menace in Parts 1 and 2, ISLAND  and 
JOURNEYS? How does Treloar effect this? Has the mood changed in Part 3 HOME ? Do you 
have a favourite SecPon? How are death and violence depicted?  

7. What do you think of the literary devices Treloar uses to bring us into a conversaPon? Is 
all the parenthesis effecPve? eg(I menPon this in case…  in case you are curious about my 
aire… I will try to tell it another Pme… I used that word……) Do you enjoy how the writer 
threads secrets throughout the narraPve and slowly reveals the truth by teasing the plot? 

 8.Treloar says she could not find a disintegraPng ,virtually dissolving island  in Australia,nor 
does she think Australian writers should  confine their seings to their own geography.  
What do you think ?  Any negaPve criPcisms of the novel?  

Highly recommended :  Listen to ABC  THE BOOK SHOW ( 14 minutes) Broadcast  Mon 26 
Aug 2019  interview with Sarah L’Estrange and Lucy Treloar.   


